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ABSTRACT
Some useful topological properties of the moment space of the
family of distributions with increasing failure rates are established.
These results are exploited to obtain tight inequalities for moments
of such distributions and also to derive some interesting facts
concerning weak convergence within this family.
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1.

INTRODUCfION AND SUMMARY

An important variant of the "problem of moments" (referred to as the

"reduced moment problem" by Shohat and Tamarkin (1943)) is the problem of
describing the "moment space" Mn of points c=(c1 ' ... ,c
) in n-dimensional
·n·
euclidean space whose components are the first n moments (or n distinct
moments) of a distribution function (d. f.) which is a member of some
specified family F of d.f.

Besides the intrinsic interest

IS.

mathematicians have found in this problem and its extensions, the problem
arises naturally within the larger context of finding Chebyshev inequalities
when various moments are given.

'M:>reover, the study of moment spaces

leads naturally to the establishment of tight moment inequalities.

For

Mn then typically (c 1 , ... ,cn ,x) E Mn+1 for all x in some
closed interval [a,b]. Thus if X is a random variable (with d.f. in F)
instance, if c

E

whose first n moments equal c , ... ,c , respectively, then its (n+1)-st
n
1
moment ~n+1 satisfies the tight inequalities as lln+1 s b. The sizes of
a and b (and therefore the usefulness of these inequalities) depend upon the
family F with which one is working.

Mallows (1956) has argued that the

"smoothness" of the d.f.'s in F affects the quality of the Chebyshev inequalities that can he obtained.

Presumably this applies to moment inequalities

as well.
Examples of families F that have been considered are:
(a)

Descriptions of Mn ,
expressed in terms of quadratic forms or Hankel determinants, can be
fami lies defined on specified intervals in JR

fotmd for finite intervals (Shohat and Tamarkin

(1943, p. 77)), for

semi-infinite intervals (Karlin and Studden (1966, p.173)), and lR
(Ahiezer and Krein (1962, pp.3,4));
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(b)

absolutely continuous families defined on m_ whose densities have a
specified upper bound (Shohat and Tamarkin (1943, pp. 82,83));

•

(c)

various families of unimodal d.f.'s (Johnson and Rogers (1951),

Mallows (1956));
(d)

families of d.f. 's whose densities are in various Polya frequency
classes (Karlin, Proschan and Barlow (1961)).

The present paper is concerned with the family of d.£. 's which possess
the increasing failure rate (IFR) property.

e

(The importance of this family

has been well-documented, and no further justification will be

attemp~ed

here.)

The theory we develop for Mn is geometric in character, and, in many
ways, it closely parallels the theories developed by Krein (1959),
Karlin and Shapley (1953), and Karlin and Studden (1966), for families
of finite measures.

(A clear, succinct descriPtion of Krein's results has

been given by Mallows (1963).)

In particular, their theories and ours

both focus attention, for each n, on two families of "extremal distributions"
(or measures), which are explicitly described in geometric terms.

However,

whereas their approaches rely heavily on the mathematics of convex cones,
ours can not.

This is because the families F (of finite measures) with

which they are concerned are closed under the formation of convex mixtures,
while the family of IFR distributions is not.

Our approach draws, simply,

upon the mathematics of algebraic topology, and (as with their approaches) on
the ideas associated with the concept of total positivity.

We have not

tried to determine whether our methods are suitable for their settings.
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There is a long history associated with the problem of moments.
The early history is well documented in the extensive survey provided by
•

Shohat and Tamarkin (1943).

Mlch of the recent history has been

described by Karlin and Studden (1966), where a detailed accotmt of
Chebyshev systems is given.

(These systems are sequences of functions

which have certain important properties in common with the sequence
1, t, t 2 , ...

.)

When they are used to define "generalized moments", most

of the classical results, associated with the problem of moments,
generalize.

Undoubtedly such generalizations could be made of our results.

However, we are unaware of any that are likely to be of interest to
statisticians, or to those concerned with the area of reliability.
Section 2 introduces the extremal distributions with which we must
work, and some notation.

Section 3 develops the moment-space theory for

the class of IFR distributions,and Section 4 applies this theory to obtain
tight moment inequalities.

Some moment inequalities are known for IFR

distributions; these reappear as a consequence of our theory, together with
new inequalities.

Section 5 discusses the subject of weak convergence

(convergence in law) for the IFR family of distributions.

In particular,

we apply the theory of Section 3 to obtain a generalization of a result
due to Obretenov (1977).

In addition, we show that weak convergence within

the IFR family of distributions in essentially equivalent to the usually
much stronger convergence in total variation.
2.

1HE EXTREMAL DISTRIBUfIONS

Let F denote the family of distribution functions (d.f. IS) which are
IFR on [0,00); a d.f. F on [0,00) belongs to F iff F(O) = 0 and - log F is a
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convex function on the interval IF =

{x~O;F(x)<I}

where F(x) denotes I-F(x).

It follows from the convexity that F is absolutely continuous on IF'
However, when IF is bmmded, F can be discontinuous at the right endpoint
of IF'
Various subfamilies of F must be described which play essential roles
in the theory to follow.

These families are most easily described

geometrically by means of "graphs".

For any d. f. F on [0,00), let L(F) =

{(x,y) :F(x}o;e-YsF(x-)}, called (here) the graph of F.
can be characterized in terms of graphs as follows:

Membership in F
FEF iff L(F) is a

continuous, nondecreasing, convex curve in the region [0 ,00) x [0,00) which
originates at (0,0), is unboUnded in y, is bounded or unbounded in x (as
IF is bounded or lIDbOlmded), and mayor may not have an infinite slope
(at the right endpoint of IF) when bounded in x.

Typical graphs are

shown in Figure 1.
Let F* denote the subfamily of FEF for which L(F) is a polygonal line
with a finite number of segments.

Partition F* into two subfamilies G

and H on the basis of whether IF is bOlmded or lIDbolIDded, respectively, and
00

00

then partition G and H as G = L Gn and H = L Hn as follows: A d. f.
n=l
n=l
n+l
FEG belongs to Gn if the polygonal line L(F) possesses [-z-] + I segments
(where [a] denotes the integer-part of a), with the left-most segment
horizontal or of positive slope as n is odd or even, and with a vertical
A d.f. FEH belongs to Hn if the polygonal line L(F)
possesses [I] + 1 segments, with left-most segment horizontal or of positive
right-most segment.

slope as n is even or odd (the reverse of Gn ) and right-most segment
necessarily of finite, positive slope. Various examples are illustrated in
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Figures Za, Zb and Zc.

The families Gl and HI refer to d.f. 's of random
variables (r.v.'s) which are degenerate and exponential respectively. The
families GZ and HZ refer to the d.f. 's or r.v. 's of the forms min(X,c) and
X + c, respectively, where X is an exponential r.v. and c > 0 is a constant.
Inductive descriptions of the families G and H can be given but will not
n
n
be needed.
An

important fact about the families G and H is that its members are
n

n

uniquely determined by n positive parameterxl, ... ,x , required to specify
n
the nodes and slopes of their graphs. For instance, for FEG4 , the. location

~

of the two nodes are specified by the values of Xl and Xl + x 3 ' while the
two slopes are specified by Xz and Xz + x 4 . See Figure 3. It is easily
checked that this parameterization defines a homeomorphic mapping (one-to-one
and bicontinuous) from ffi~ (where ffi+ = (0,00)) onto G4 . (Here, continuity
is defined using the topology associated with euclidean distance for ffi~ ,
and the topology associated with weak convergence [i.e., convergence in law]
for F.)

The general situation is described in Proposition 10 below.

The families' Gn and Hn , for small values of n, have figured in the
works of Karlin, Proschan and Barlow (1961), and of Barlow and Marshall
(1964a and b, 1967).

In the latter papers, these d.f.'s are referred to as

"extremal distributions", a terminology which C. L. Mallows attributes to
M.G. Krein.
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3.

MJMENT SPACES

Here we assume that the material in Section 2 is known and applies.
Let T(r)

=

F -r lR+ (=(0,00)) denote the functional defined by

°

•
1
.
}o xrdF(x)) llr, r > ,and .J:
Lor a strlct
y ·lncreaslngsequence
T(r) (F) = (roo
o
r l' r 2' . .. of positive numbers (hereafter fixed), let T = F -r ~ denote

(r )

(r ) n

the functional defined by Tn(F) = (T 1 (F), ... , T n

(F)), n ~ 1.

The

focus of attention in this section is upon the moment spaces M=T (F),
n

n

~

1.

(a~,

e

n

We shall describe their shape (conic, Theorem 1), their boundaries
Theorem 2), and their interiors (~, Theorem 3).

Theorems 4 and 5

summarize the main facts from which one can establish tight moment inequalities.

We shall first describe the main results, which are expressed as the

theorems, then the lesser results as propositions, and then some working
facts in the forms of lemmas.

The proofs of the main results will be given

toward the end of the section, after the propositions have been established.
Throughout, the topology of M is just the standard euclidean topology
n
inside ~, and the topology of F is that associated with weak convergence
(convergence in law).
Theorem 1.

M is a closed cone, n ~ 1.
n
This result would be false if we had defined T(r) without an r-th root.

The space M1 is simply lR+ ' and the space M2 is a wedge in lR~ with lower
slope 1 (arising from the degenerate distributions) and upper slope
11r
llr
2/ {f(r1+l)}
{f(r 2+l)}
1 (arising from the exponential distributions).
See Figure 4. Both of these spaces are convex cones. Unfortunately,
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M is not a convex set (a fact that can be shown by using the description of
3
the upper botmdary of M , namely T (H Z) , given in Theorem 4).
3

3

n-l
Let F
n

=

L {G.+H.}
1
1

."1
1=

and FC =
n

F -

Theorem 2 (the botmdary of M") .
n
n

~

2.

(ClM

l

is empty.)

one-to-one so that each

F , the complement of Fn,n ~ 1.
n

ClM

n

=

Moreover, for n
bounda~

~

n-l

I

{T (G i )
n
2, the map Tn: Fn

Tn (Fn)

=

i=l

+

-+

T (H.)},
n 1
~ is

point of Mn arises from exactly one extremal

distribution.

The boundary can be described as follows:
Tn(G l ) and Tn(H l ); two surfaces Tn(G Z) and
and finally two (n-l)~dimensional surfaces

It consists of two rays

Tn (H 2) joining these rays; ... ;
Tn (Gn- 1) and Tn (Hn- 1) joining

Tn (Gn- 2) and Tn (Hn- 2). (A similar description of botmdary sets has been
given by Mallows (1963) when discussing some moments spaces studied by
Thus the bulk of the boundary of Mn is" generated by the
extrennl distributions in Gland
Hn- 1. We shall not attempt to document
nKrein (1959).)

all of this mathematically, but the dominant roles of Gland
Hn-. l' in
ngenerating the boundary of Mn , are revealed in Theorem 4 below.
O
Theorem 3 (the interior of M).
(Fc ) = Tnn
(G ) = Tnn
(H ), n ~ 1.
n Mn = Tnn
-------------(Mi = Tn (F) = lR+.) Moreover, !6'i' n ~ 1, the maps Tn: Gn -+
and

n\

Tn : Hn

-+

~ d:t'eone-to-one, so that associated with each FEF~ there are

unique extremal distribution functions GEG and HEH

n

Tn(H)

n for which Tn (G)

=

= Tn(F).
It would be consistent with Krein's (1959) terminology to refer to G

and H as the "lower and upper principal representatives" of the point T (F)
n
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in M~.

The appropriateness of using the adjectives "lower" and "upper" is

made clear in Theorem 5 below (when r = r + ).
n 1
Theorem 4.

For n

:?:

2 and each FE F~ -1' there are unique extremal distribution

functions GEGn- 1 and HEHn-·1 for

~hich

(r )
(r )
T n (F) ~T ntH).

The first inequality is strict unless F

= G,

and the second is strict unless

F = H.

Thus both are strict if and only if FEF~, i.e., if and only if

T (F) E

MO.

n

n
Let G+
n

n-1

=G

n

+

n-1
and H+ = H + L (G.+H.)
n
n
i=l 1 1

r (G. +H. )
i=1
1

(1)

1

denote the closures within F of the extremal families G and H , respective-

n

1y.

(See Proposition 1 below.)

n

These families of extremal distribution

ftmctions appear in the following variant of Theorem 4.
Theorem S. For each n

~

1 and FE F, there are unique extremal distribution

fun.otions GEG+ and HEH+' for ~hich T (G) = T (H) = T (F).
n
n
n
n
n

Moreover, for each

r > 0 ,

(_1)~(r) (G)
~here

$

(_l)~(r) (F)

k equals the number of r
(r)
T n+1 (G)

Proposition 1.

$

i

:?:

$

(_l)~(r) (H) ,

r, i=1, ... , n.

(2)

In particular,

(r)
(r)
T n+1 (F)~ T n+1 (H).

Under the topology of

~eak

(3)

convergence (convergence in

l~)

mthin F, the closures of the classes Gn
and.
H become G+
= Gn+F and
n
n
n
n- I
H += H +F , respectively, ~here F =

n

Proof.

n

n

n

I

i=l

(G.+H.)
1

1

(F

1

is empty), n

:?:

1.

This is geometrically obvious; refer to the graphs L(G) , GEG , and
n

L (H), HEH , and consider the possible "limits" of these graphs.
n

o
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Proposition Z.

If F and F are distinct distribution functions in F,

l

then the difference

Z

FZ - Fl , changes sign at least once for each root of the

function k defined by k(r) = ~xrd(FZ(X)-Fl(x)), r > O.
sign changes of

If the numbers of

FZ - Fl and roots of k are finite and equal then
3

FZ - t l and k change sign an equal number of times and they exhibit the same
3

arrangement of signs.

Proof.

This result is essentially known (c.f., Barlow and Proschan (1975,

p.lZO)); it is not important that Fl and FZ belong to F.

lID elementary

fO
proof is to write k as k(r) = JOK(x,r)
[FZ(x)-F. (x)]dx where K(x,r) = rx r-l

x

>

0, r > 0, to observe that K is strictly totally positive, and to apply

Karlin's (1968, p.Z33)

o

Theorem 3.1.

Remark.

Clearly when FZ-'Fl and k change signs an equal mnnber of times,
k must change sign at each of its roots; tangencies to the x-axis, without
crossing, are ruled out.
Propos i tion 3.

For any distribution functions GI , GZ

E

Gn and HI' HZ

E

Hn '

the differences GZ-Gl and HZ-HI each can have at most n-l sign changes.

Thus

if Tn(Gl ) = Tn(G Z) then Gl=G Z' and if Tn(HI ) = Tn (HZ) , then HI=H Z' (n ~ 1)

Proof.

The first assertion is geometrically obvious; refer to the graphs

of the d.f. 's Gl , GZ' HI and HZ' The second assertion follows immediately
from Proposition Z, since, for example, the equality Tn(GI ) = Tn(G Z) implies
that

S

and GZ have at least n moments in conunon.

o
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Proposition 4.
for n

~

Proof.

The mappings Tn: Gm

+

~ and Tn: Hm

+

~ are one-to-one

m ~ 1.

This follows immediately from the last assertions in Proportion 3.

0

Proposition 51. For any distribution functions FEF, GEGn , HEHn , the differences F-G and H-F each can have at most n sign changes.

Whenever n sign

changes occur, the last change is always from a negative to a positive sign.
If Tn+1(F)
(n

~

=

Tn+l(G), then F= G, and if Tn +l(F) = Tn+1 (H) , then F = H..

1).

Proof.

The first two

are geometrically obvious (using graphs),

asse~ions

o

and the third follows immediately from Proposition 2.
Proposition 6. If F€F, G€Gn _1 , Tn _1 (F) = Tn _1 (G) and F
(r )

+

r H,

then

(r )

F '- Gn - l and T n (F) > T n (G).
and F

r G,

+

then F I- H - l and T
n

(r )
n

If F€F, H€Hn _l , Tn_l(F)

=

Tn_l(H)

(r )
(F) < T n (H). (n ~ 2)

Suppose FEF, c,EG _1 , Tn _1 (F) = Tn _1 (G) and F r G. If F were in
n
G~_l' then (see Proposition 1) it would have to be in either Gn - l or
n-2
F 1 = I (G.+H.). The former case is ruled out by Proposition 3 since
ni=l 1 1

Proof.

Tn_1(F)

r

T - (G) and F G. The latter case is ruled out by Proposition
n 1
5 since T + (G) = T + (F) and G F when 1::; i::; n-2. (The roles of F and n
i 1
i l
appearing in Proposition 5 are assumed here by G and i, respectively; the
=

r

role of G or H appearing in Proposition 5 is assumed here by F, depending
upon whether FEFn-l were to occur with FEG.1 or with FEH 1.. )

+

Thus Fi Gn - l ,
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Since FEF and GEGn _l , the difference F-G can have at most n-l sign changes
(see Proposition 5). Since, in addition, Tn- l(F) = Tn- leG), F and Gmust
have at least n-l moments in common. Consequently F-G has exactly n-l
sign changes (see Proposition 2, F and G are distinct), and the last change
,

is from a negative to a positive sign (see Proposition 5 again).

It

follows that the number of sign changes of F-G and the number of roots of
the function k defined by ker) = f;xrd(F(x)-G(x)), r > 0, are finite and
equal (=n-l), and the two function F-G and k exhibit the same arrangement
of signs (see Proposition 2 again).

e

Since the sign ofF(x)-G(x) is

(strictly) positive when x is large, the sign of k(r) is strictly positive
(r )

(r )

when r > r n - l • Thus T n (F) > T n (G).
applies to F and H.
Proposition 7· The map Tn: F -+

II\

The same kind of reasoning
[]

is continuous for each n ~ 1.

Proof.

Suppose Fm -+ F as m -+ co (in the sense of convergence in law) for
F,FmEF (m ~ 1). Let Xo be point of continuity of F for which F(x O) <"I,
-8

so that Fm(x O) ~ e ,m ~ mO' for some sufficiently small 8 > 0 and
sufficiently large mO ~ 1. Since F is IFR, -log F is convex on
m
m
-1
I F = {x ~
Fm(x) < I}, and, consequently, -x log Fm(x) is nondecreasing
m
in IF when x > O. It follows that
m

°:

(4)

Using this, together with the dominated convergence theorem, one can
co
reo xr-leasily show that for each r > 0, rJO
Fm(x)dx -+ r l 0 xr-lF(x)dx as m -+

co,
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o

from which the proposition directly follows.
Remark.

This same proof establishes that Tn is a continuous map for the

larger family of d.f.'s possessing the increasing failure rate average
(IFRA) property (c.f., Barlow and Proschan (1975, p. 84)).

However, we

shall have no need for this greater generality; many of the results in this
paper do not extend to this larger family.
Proportion 8.

+

+

For any set S.::F, Tn(S ) = TnCS) .

I.e. Tmaps the closure of
n

S onto the closure of TnCS).

Proof.

4It

Proportion 7 innnediately implies Tn CS+) -c Tn CS) +; the reverse
inclusion depends on a standard argument based on tightness and relative

o

compactness.
Proposition 9 TnCGn )+ = TnCGn) + Tn(Fn) , TnCHn)+ = TnCHn) + TnCFn).
(Fn defined in Proposition 1), and Tn (Fn ) =~r.1l{Tn(G1·)+Tn(H1·)}
1=
(Tn(F I ) is empty) , n ~ 1 .
Proof.

The empty intersections indicated by set additions are all validated

by using the latter part of Proposition 5 (together with the obvious fact
Gm and Hm, m ~ 1, are all disjoint).
follows innnediatelyfrom Propositions I and 8.

that the families

The proposition then

Proposition 10. There exists a homeomorrphic mapping (one-to-one and
bicontinuous) from lR~ onto Gn , and likewise for Hn .

0
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Proof (sketch)

As

noted in Section Z, the graph L(G) of a d.f.

GEGn is a

convex-shaped polygonal line which can be parameterized by n real parameters
Yl'" "Yn representing the locations of nodes and the slopes of segments.
n+l.
n
Of these, [---y-] are locatIon parameters, and [-2] are slope parameters. If
these parameters are assigned in an orderly way, moving from left to right,
then the location parameters (say Yl'Y3' ... ) form a strictly positive,
strictly increasing sequence, and so do the slope parameters (Y Z,Y4 , ... ) .
A parameter x=(xl " .. ,xn) in ~ can be defined (not uniquely) by setting
xl = Yl'

e

z = YZ'

x 3 = Y3-Yl , x 4 = Y4-YZ' ... , xm = Ym-Ym-Z' It is intuitively clear that the map XI~ G is a homeomorphism. For small changes in
X

x result in small changes in LeG), which result in small changes in G; and

o
A similar argument applies to Hn .
The following proposition is well-known among algebraic topologists.

conversely.

A proof is given by Greenberg (1967, pp. 8l,8Z).

Proposition 11 (invariance of domain).

Let U be an open connected subset

n

ofnf and f: U ~ m.. be a continuous and one-to-one function.
is open and

connected~

and f is a homeomorphism onto feU)

(n

Then feU)
~

1).

Proposition
lZ. For
. each n ~ 1, Tn (Gn ) and Tn (Hn ) are simpZy connected
n
open subsets of lR+ ' and the mappings Tn : Gn ~ Tnn
(G ) and Tn : Hn ~ Tnn
(H )
are homeomorphisms. Thus Tn(Gn ) and Tn(Hn ) are open and connected subsets
of Mn , necessariZy in the interior of Mn .

Proof.
U = ~.

This follows innnediately from Propositions 4, 7, 10 and 11 with
0
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•

..

2, let M* denote the set of points c=(cl' .. ·,c ) E~
n
n
for which there are d.f. IS GEG 1 and HEH 1 such that
nnFor n

~

(r )
(r )
(G)
<
T
n (H).
and
T
n
=
<
c
(cl,···,cn - l ) Tn_l(G) = Tn_l(H)
n

(5)

These sets are introduced so that an intricate topological argument can be
isolated within the proof of the next proposition; it will eventually become
clear that

~

o

= Mn .

Proposition 13.

(See (8) below.)

M*n-c Tn (Gn)

n

Tn (H)
,
n

n ~

2.

and c = (c l , ... ,cn) E M~, so that (5) holds for some
G E Gland
H E Hn- l' It will be shown that c E Tn (Gn ) by showing that there
nis a point c* =(cf, ... , c~) E Tn(Gn ) and a continuous path (parameterizable
Proof Suppose n

~ 2

by a real variable) from c* to c which does not intersect the boundary of
Tn(Gn). (That this implies that c E Tn(Gn ) is easily verified.) The
contemplated path consists of two straight line segments, the first from
c* to (cl*, ... ,c*
. n- l'cn ), and the second from the latter point to c.

A similar

argument can be employed to show that c E Tn (Hn ) .
Referring to (5), Proposition 7 and Proposition 12, one finds that there
exists a small E > 0 such that (i) an open ball B in:R+n-l ' centered at
(cl, ... ,cn - l ) of radius

is a subset of Tn-I(Gn - l ) n Tn-l(Hn - l ), and (ii)
whenever Tn- l(GI)E B for some GIE G - and Tn-l (HI)E B for some HI E Hn- I , then
n l
(r )

E,

(r )

T n (G I) < cn < T n (HI) .
By Proposition 9, there exists a d.f. GOE Gn which is sufficiently close

to G that Tn_l(G O) E B.

Let c* = (c~, ... , c~) = Tn(GO)' and observe that

-16-

(ci, ... ,c~_l) E B.

..

By (i), there exist d.f. 's G* E Gn - 1 and H* E Hn - 1
for which Tn _1 (G*) = Tn _1 (H*) = (ci, ..• ,c~_l); and by (ii) ,
(r )

(r )

T n (G*) < c < T n (H*) .
n

(6)

M::lreover, by Proposition 6,
(r )

(r )

(r )

T n (G*) < T n (GO)=c~ < T n (H*)

(7)

Now suppose (for the purpose of obtaining a contradiction) that the
line segment joining (c1*, ... , c*
n-1, c)
n and c* intersects the bmmdary of
Tn (0n ) at some point (c 1*, ... , c*
l'x). This point is expressible as
nTn(F) for some FEFn since (the open set) Tn(Gn) contains none of its
"

bmmdary points.

(See Propositions 9 and 12.) However, x is some number
(r )
(r )
(r) .
T n (G*) < T· n (F) = x < T n (H*)
between cn and c*;
so
by
(6)
and
(7),
n
(strict inequalities). Consequently F f G* and F f H*, even though
Tn _1 (F) = (cr, ... , c~_l) = Tn _1 (G*) = Tn _1 (H*), and it follows from
Proposition 6 that F i G+n- 1 U H+n- 1 = Fn (see Proposition 1), a contradiction. Thus the line segment joining (c 1*, ... ,c*
l' cn ) and c* does not
nintersect the bomdary of Tn (Gn).
Finally suppose (again for the purpose of obtaining a contradiction)
that the line segment joining c and (c1*, ... ,c*n- l' cn ) intersects the
bomdary of Tn (Gn ) at some point (x 1 ""'xn- l' cn), (again)necessari1y
expressable as Tn (F) for some FEF.
n It is easily seen that (x1 ""'xn- l)E B,
so that there exist d.f.'s GIE Gn - l andH1E Hn - l for which Tn _1 (G1) =
(rn )
(r )
(r )
Tn - 1 (HI) = (xl"" ,xn - 1)· By (ii) above, T
(G1) < cn = T n (F) < T n (HI)'
so that F f Gl and F f HI'

Again, from Proportion 6, one obtains the
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contradiction F iF.
n Thus the line segment joining c and (cl*,···c*n- l' cn)
does not intersect the boundary of Tn(Gn); and we have established that
c E Tn(Gn), as required.

0

Proposition
14 Tn (Fnc ) -c M*n,
-

n ~

z.

TZ(F), where FEFCZ. Then
c l = T1 (G) when GEG 1 is degenerate at c l ' and c1 = T(H) when H E HI is
l/r1
(r )
(r)·
exponential with mean cl /(f(r1+l))
By Proposition 6, T Z (G) < T 2 (F)
(r )
*
< T Z (H). Thus, by definition, C E M . Suppose now that the proposition
2
Proof.

(by induction)

Suppose c

=

(cl,c Z)

=

C
2, and that c = (cl, ... ,cm) = Tm(F), where FEFm
. Since
F~ ~ F~_l ' Tm_l(F) E M;_l ~ Tm-l(Gm- l ) n Tm-l(Hm- l ) (by the induction

holds for n = m-l

~

Thus (cl' ... 'cm- 1) = Tm- l(F) = Tm- leG) =
Tm- l (H) for some GE Gm- 1 and HEHm_l . Apply Proposition 6 again, as above,
to show that cEM*n
0
assumption and Proposition 13).

Proposition 15

c
O
MnO and Tn (Fn ) are disjoint and thus M
c T (F ), n ~ 1.
nn n
3

Proof This is obvious for n = 1 since F1 is empty. For fixed n ~ 2,
suppose Tn(F) E M~ for some FE F. Since M~ is open (see Proposition lZ),
there is another d.f. F'E F such that Tn (F') E MO,
n T.n- leFt) = Tn- I(F) and
(r )

T n (F')

(r )
<

T n (F).

Proposition 6 rules out the possibility that

FE Gn - l (the sense of the previous inequality is wrong); and, similarly,
FE Hn - l is ruled out. Finally, Proposition 5 rules out the possibility
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that FEG. or H. for some i, 1
1

1

~

i

$

n-2, since F'

r

F and for any such i,

Ti + 1 (F') = Ti +1 (F).
Thus F I. Fn , and it follows that M~ and Tn(Fn ) are
disjoint. This implies MO c T (Fc ) because MO c M = T (F) c T (F ) U
n- n n
n- n
n
- n n
Tn (F~) = Tn (F~) •

0

The proofs of Theorems 1- 5 will now be given.
Proof of Theorem 1.

Associated with each point Tn(F) E Mn , FE F, there is

a "ray" of points generated by T (Fe)' 0 < e < 00, emanating from the origin,
n
where FeE F is defined by F (') = F(·/e). Thus M is a cone. The fact
e
n
that M is closed follows immediately from Proposition 8.
o
n

e

Proof of Theorem 3.

For n

~

2, apply Propositions 15, 14, 13 and 12, in

this order, to obtain

M~ =- Tn (F~) =- M~ =- Tn (Gn )
equality must hold throughout.
Mn

Tn (Hn )

n

=- Tn (Gn )

U Tn (Hn )

=- M~;

(8)

For n = 1, one has

= Tl(F) = T1(F~) = T1 (G l ) = Tl (H1) ~M~ =- Mn

Proof of Theorem 2.

aMn

=

= Tn (Fn )

n

By Theorem 3,

and by Proposition 15, T (F )
n n

Mn - MnO = Tn (F) - Tn (Fc)c
T (F ) ;
n- n n
aMnc aM. Thus aM = T (F). The
n
n
n n

remainder of the theorem is established in Proposition 9.

Proof of Theorem 4.

o

o

The first part of (1) follows immediately from Theorem 3

except for the uniqueness ofG and H, which follows from Proposition 3.

The

remaining assertions follow directly from Proposition 6.

o
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When FE FnC the first assertion is essentially covered
by Theorem 4; and when FE F , FE G+ n H+ . The inequalities described in
n
n
n
(3) are similar to those described in Proposition 6. For instance, the
Proof of Theorem 5

first of these inequalities is a further consequence of the fact that
"F-G and k exhibit the same arrangements of signs".

(See Proposition 2

and the proof of Proposition 6.)

4.

0

M:>MENT INEQUALITIES

In this section we apply the theory developed in the previous section
to obtain tight moment inequalities in a few specific situations.
Consider a r. v. Xwhose d.f. F is in the IFR family. We suppose that
the moments EXs , s = r l ,
, r n , are known, where (r , ..• r ) is a fixed
n
l
vector in lR~ with 0 < r 1 < < r n , and we seek the best possible upper and
lower bOlIDds for the r-th moment EXr for some r > O. Theorem 5 infonns us

,.

that this can be accomplished by first finding the unique d.f.'s GEG~ and
HE H+ whoser. -th moments, j = 1, ... , n, agree with those for F.
n

Let

J.

Yand Z denote r.v. 's with the required d.f. 's G and H respectively.
Then the inequalities
min (EYr , EZ r ) ~ EXr ~ max(EYr , EZ r )
provide the best possible bounds for EXr , r > O.

In particular,
(9)

r > r ,

n

or whenever there is an even mnnber of r.

J

~

r (j = 1, ... , n).

The

remarkable fact is that the distributions of Y and Z do not depend on the

~

choice of r.

Hereafter, we shall restrict our attention to the case r > r n ,
so that (9) is applicable.
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(a)

Finding G and H.

There are two cases to consider:

(i) FE Fn and

Fi

Fn . The first of these is easily disposed of. For when FEFn ,
there is no other d.f. in F with the same r.-th moments j = 1, ... , n.
(ii)

J

Thus G = H = F, and (9) reduces to equalities.

F belongs to F if and only
n
if its graph is a polygonal line, with a finite number of segments, which

is determined by fewer than n parameters (one for each strictly positive
fini te slope, and one for each node away from the origin).
If Fi Fn , then, according to Theorem 4, GE Gn and HE H.
n The graph
of G, and hence G itself, is specified by n parameters which can be obtained
as the unique solution of the n equations
r.
r.
EY J = EX J
j = 1, ... , n.

(10)

Likewise, H is specified by means of n parameters determined by
r.

r.

EZ J = EX J

j=l, ... , n.

Solutions to (10) and (11) are guaranteed by Theorem 4.
the solutions can be obtained analytically.

(11)

In a few situations

In any event, one can always

obtain numerical solutions, and once the solutions are found then the bounds
EY r and EZ r can be calculated.
(b)

Lower boundS when n = 1.

Here one is concerned with G , the degenerate
l
Given EX 1, orie can solve equations (10) and conclude
r

IFR distributions.

r

that the r-th moment of the distribution degenerate at {EX l}l/rl is a
lower bound for EXr , r > r • It follows that {EXr }1/r is nondecreasing in
l
r, a fact already well-known to be true, in general, for nonnegative r.v. 'so
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(c)

Upper bounds when n

= 1 Here one is concerned with HI' the
r

Given EX 1, equation (11) is satisfied when Z
r
l/r l
is exponentially distributed with mean {EX l /f(rl+l)}
Then (9)

exponential distributions.

leads to the known conclusion (see Barlow and Proschan (1975, p. lZO)) that
{Exr/f(r+l)}l/r is nonincreasing in r > 0, a fact which holds more generally
for IFRA distributions (distributions which have an increasing failure
rate average).
(d)

Upper bounds when n

=

2 (new results).

Here one is concerned with HZ'

the positively shifted exponential distributions; HE HZ takes the general
fom

H(x) =

{~_

exp{-m(x-c)}

os x

<

x

~

c,
c,

where m and care (strictly) positive constants, and (11) can be expressed
as

roo (m
u

JO

r.
+ c)

J

e

-u

r.
J
du = EX

j

= 1,Z.
-1

For the special calse r l = 1, r = 2, these equations reduce to c+m = EX
Z
2
-1
-2
2
-1
and c + 2an + 2m = EX , so that c = ].1 -0' and m = 0'
,where].1 = EX
and 0'2 = var X = EXZ - EZX. Then (9) yields the tight upper bounds
(12)
(TIlis bound happens to be valid for aU FE F whose mean and standard
and not just for F t. FZ' When FE FZ' F is either
0, corresponding to m = 00), or F is exponential (0'=].1,

deviation are ].1 and
degenerate (0

=

0,

corresponding to c = 0).
r > 2.)

In particular,

In both cases, (12) holds as an equality for all
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EX3 ::;].1 3 +3].10 2 + 20 3

(13)

which can be expressed in the more appealing forms
(14)
I

where ].1. denotes the j-th central moment of F, and K. (= ].1.) denotes the
J

.J

j -th clUIlUlant of F, j = 1,2.

J

Thus for IFR distributions, the ''moment

ratio" Yl = ]Ji]J~/2 never exceeds two.
Since many of the known properties of IFR distributions are shared by
the larger family of IFRA distributions, one might reasonably wonder
whether the theory of moment spaces presented herein is extendable, in toto,
to the family of. IFRA distributions.

No such extension is possible because

there are IFRA distributions which have a moment ratio Yl larger than two.
A simple example is the following: Let F(x) = l-e -x for 0::; x < a, =
l-e

-2x

for x

~

a, which has an increasing failure rate average when a > O.

When a = .3, Yl ~ 2.17.

For r = 4, (12) becomes
4

4

2 2

3

EX ::;]J + 6].1 0 + 8]J0 + 90
MOre generally, if r

l

= 1 and r 2 = s

4

(15)

> 1, then the analogue of (12)

becomes
EXr ::; Jroo0 (]J

+

a(u-l)f e -u du,

where a is the tmique solution of the equation

roo·
s -u du
EXs = JO
(].1 + a(u-l)) e

r

>

s,

(16)

-2:)-

(e)

Lower bounds when n = 2.

exponential distributions; G

E

Here one is concerned withG 2 , the truncated
G2 takes the general fonn

I - e-rnx
G(x}= { 1

o :S:

X

<

c,

x

~

c,

where m and c are (strictly) positive constants, and (10) can be expressed as
(17)
where a

=

When r l

= 1 and r 2 = 2, (17) reduces to

em and y(s,a) denotes the incomplete ganuna ftmction defined by
a s-l-u
y(s,a) = f 0 u e du
s > 0, a > O.

1 - e

-a

= mEX, 2 - 2(1+a)e -a = m2EX2

and "a" can be obtained as the tmique solution of
(l-e

-a..-J 2 EX 2 = {2-2(1+a)e -a }E 2X •

(18)

Then, in tenus of "a", (9) yields the tight lower botmds
r > 2,

where ]J

=

EX.

In particular,
EX

3

~

3
-a -3
2-a
6]J (l-e ) (1- [l+a+a /2]e ).

(19)

and

(f)

A

numericaZ exampZe

Let X have a gamma distribution with shape

parameter a = 1. 5 and scale parameter

~

By direct calculation,

[3

= 1, which is an IFR distribution.
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EX

= Sa = 1.5, EX2

3.75,

=

0.(0.+1)(0.+2)

(33

=

13.125

Lower bounds for EX3 , based on a single moment, are given by

and upper botmds, based on a single moment, are given by
EX3 s 6 E3X = 20.25 and EX3 s 6(EX 2/2)3/2;, 15.405.
3

An upper bound for EX , based on two moments (using (13)), yields

EX3

13.8, and a lower bOtmd for EX3 , based on two moments (using (19)
with a = 2.36 obtained from (18)), yields EX3 ~ 11. 45. By using two moments
S

instead of (the best) one, the error in the lower bound drops from 45% to
13%, and the error in the upper bound drops from 17% to 5%. Finally, there
is another upper bound for EX3 , available in the literature, which is based
on EX and EX2 , namely EX3 S
E2X2/EX ;, 14.06; it has an error of about 7%.

t

This inequality is based on the fact that Ar = EXr/r(r+l), is 10gconcave
in r when X has an IFR distribution. See ~brshall and Olkin (1979).1
(g)

Some graphs of upper and 'lower bounds.

When two moments are held fixed,

there is a range of possible values for a third moment.

One way of describing

this ranee is to fix the first of the two I'1Oments and to plot the range of the
third as a function of the second.

There is no loss of generality in letting

establishment of a particular scaling.

For the four graphs below, the

lMarshal1 and Olkin (1979, p. 494) indicate that the logconcavity holds for
r ~ 1. A careful check of the proof of this result reveals that it holds
for all r ~ O.
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moment that is held fixed is always the first; three of the graphs plot the
range of a third moment as a function of a second, and a fourth graph plots
the range of a CtUTlulant as a function of another C1..UTlUlant.

The mathemati-

cal basis for these graphs is given in subsections 4d and 4e above.
In Figure 5, the possible range of the third moment of an IFR
distribution is plotted as a function of the second moment; the first moment
is held fixed at unity.

FOr the entire range of possible values of the

second moment, from 1 to 2, the upper bound for the third moment never
exceeds the corresponding lower bound for the third moment by more than 24%.
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5. WEAK CONVERGENCE
In this section, we discuss the subject of weak convergence (convergence
in law) within the IFR family of distributions.

Since we found it convenient

earlier to exclude from the family of IFR distributions the distribution
which is degenerate at zero, a small price must be paid in the way we state
the next theorem.

Let {Fm} be a sequenae of IFR distribution funations.

Theorem 6.
(i)

If F

m

-+

F in ZaJ;), then F is neaessariZy IFR

01'

degenerate at zero, and

lim ~ xrdFm(X) = f~ xrdF(x)

e

.

(20)

JTt+<X'

for every r > O•
(ii) ConverseLy, if (20) hoZds for eaah integer t >

0, then Pm

-+

F in Zaw .

•

Since -logFm(x) is convex on IF = {x ~ 0: Fm(x) < I}, it follows
m
when Fm -+ F in law, that -logF(x) is convex on IF';" {x ~ O:F(x)< I}.
Proof.

Consequently, F is IFR (when IF

r ~)

or degenerate at zero (when IF = ~).

Proposition 7 proves (20) immediately when F is IFR, and the same argument
can be used when F is degenerate at zero.

This proves (i).

The proof of

(ii) requires a standard argument based upon tightness and relative compactness, together with the use of the fact that an IFR distribution is
uniquely determined by its moment sequence.

.

o

It is not necessary that (20) hold for every integer r > 0 in
order that Fm -+ F, but we do not know how much (ii) can be improved.
theless, dramatic improvements are possible for certain types of F:

Never-
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Theorem 7.

Let {F } be a sequence of IFR distribution functions qnd F be any
m

member of Gn U Hn for some n :?: 1. If (20) holds foY' any n + 1 distinct
positive values of r, then F ~ F in law.
m
This result can be easily proved by using standard arguments involving

tightness and relative compactness together with Proposition 5.

It

generalizes a theorem due to Obretenov (1977), which asserts that a Isequence
I

of IFR distributions, each having a lIDit mean, converges weakly to an exponential distribution if and only if the corresponding sequence of variances
converges to 1.

(His result corresponds to F

E

HI.)

It is apparent from Theorem 7, that weak convergence theory for the IFR
family of distributions has quite peculiar features, not present in the
general setting.

The following theorem describes another lIDusual feature.

Theorem 8 Let {Fm} be a sequence of IFR distribution functions.
(i)
m~

If Fm ~ F in the Kolmogorov metric, i.e.~ if sUPIF (x)-F(x)l~ 0 as
x->0 m
oo~

then F ~ F in the strong sense of convergence in total variation:
m

sup{IFm(B) - F(B)

I:

B BOY'el} ~ 0 as m ~

00

•

(21)

(ii) Thus if Fm ~ F in law and F is continuous~ then (21) holds. If~ in
addition~ each F is continuoU8~ then each F has a p.d.f. f , and F has a
m
m
m
p.d.f. f for which the conveY'gence f ~ f occurs in the pointwise sense~
m
and in the L sense:
l

~Ifm(x) - f(x)ldx ~ 0

as m ~

00

•
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Proof.

In order to prove (i), note that convergence in the Kolmogorov

metric entails weak convergence, so that F is IFR or degenerate at zero.
Now because of the convexity of - 10gF, the latter is absolutely
m
continuous on IF = {x:F (x)<l}, and hence has a nondecreasing density h
m
m
m
on IF. (See Roberts and Varberg ((1973), p. 10.) A little algebra then
m
shows that the product f = h F is a p.d.f. of F on IF. (If F is
m
mm
m
m
m
continuous, then. f m can be defined for all x ~ 0.) Likewise, F has a
p.d.f. f=hF on IF = {x

~

0: F(x) < I}.

Now, according to Roberts and

Varberg (1973, p. 20), hm + h a.e. on IF' and thus f m + f a.e. on IF.
This is enough to establish (21) for all Borel sets B ~ IF (see, for instance,
Billingsley (1968), p. 224).

To establish (21) for all Borel sets B,

special attention must be focused on the right endpoint
such an endpoint exist·

X

o of

IF' should

The establishment of (21) further requires that

one show that Fm({x }) + F( {x }).
O
O

This follows iITD'Tlediately from the fact

that Fm + F in the Kolmogorov metric. To establish the first part of
(ii), it need only be noted that when F + F in law and F is continuous
m

then the convergence occurs as well in the Kolmogorov metric.

'

The

remaining part of (ii) represent standard results when p.d.f. 's are defined
and the convergence of Fn +F occurs in the total variational sense. (See
Billingsley [1968), p. 224.)
o
To see that the mere convergence of F + F in law is not enough to
m
establish (21), consider the simple example for which IF = [0,1),
F (x) = mx/2(m+l) for 0 ~ x < 1 + m- l and F ({l+m- l }) = 1 , It does not
m
m
2
follow that I Fm({l}) - F({l})l + o.

6•
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